NOBILITY OF SWORD AND OF ROBE
of duke, marquis, count, and viscount, were almost all extinct.
Those lords who owned great estates or enjoyed favour at court
had these ancient titles granted'to them by the king, who did so
by raising their domains to the rank of a duchy, marquisate, or
countship, though with no powers attaching to it. Thus below
the mass of the nobles there grew up a tided nobility, including
also those who continued to call themselves simply baron or sire.
These names, which had hitherto possessed no official character,
even came to have the value of a title, since the king had taken
to raising domains to the rank of a barony. A grade lower came
the chevaliers, or knights, whose name became a title of honour,
which was also granted by the king to those holding high office.
The mass of the nobles was made up of gentlemen who took the
title otecuyer (esquire), in token of their warlike origin.
But the nobility had begun to be recruited more and more on
grounds other than that of birth and came to be filled with bour-
geois who had purchased from the king a patent of nobility or
some high judicial office. The position of counsellor at a Parlement,
when handed down from father to son, conferred nobility on the
family in the third generation. Though despised by the nobles of
ancient lineage, who called them robins, these ennobled families
tried to mingle with the old nobility; they bought lands that had
carried a title of nobility with them, assumed the title of ecuyer,
and had their sons brought up like gentlemen.
A different code of morality prevailed among the nobles and
the bourgeois, which had its origin in their different mode of life.
The honour of a gentleman consisted in maintaining a style of
existence in keeping with his rank; he arranged his expenditure not
according to his income, but according to what he judged neces-
sary for keeping up his rank, making up the deficit by borrowing
or else by expedients which sometimes led to his ruin and forced
him to sell his lands. This method, first practised by princes, was
continued by governments, which fixed the expenditure of the
State before they had established its receipts. The virtue of a
bourgeois consisted in regulating his expenditure according to his
resources, and even achieving a surplus of receipts. This ideal
explains the sense which came to attach in French to the words
applying to housekeeping: manager, to 'manage' a household, came
to mean *to be sparing', while econmie, the economy or manage-
say

